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Abstract

A steep rise in availability of personal data has resulted in endless opportunities
for data scientists who utilize this open data for research. However, such easy
availability of complex personal data challenges privacy of individuals represen-
ted in the data. To protect privacy, traditional methods such as using pseudo-
nyms or blurring identity of individuals are followed before releasing data. These
traditional methods alone are not sufficient to enhance privacy because combi-
ning released data with other publicly available data or background knowledge
identifies individuals. A potential solution to this privacy loss problem is to ano-
nymize data so that it cannot be linked to individuals represented in the data.
In case of researches involving personal data, anonymization becomes more im-
portant than ever. If we alter data to preserve privacy of research participants,
the resultant data becomes almost useless for many researches. Therefore, pre-
serving privacy of individuals represented in the data and minimizing data loss
caused by privacy preservation is very vital. In this project, we first study the
different cases in which attacks take place, different forms of attacks and existing
solutions to prevent the attacks. After carefully examining the literature and the
undertaken problem, we propose a solution to preserve privacy of research par-
ticipants as much as possible and to make data useful to the researchers. To
support our solution, we consider the case of Digital Footprints which collects
and publishes Facebook data with the consent of the users.



Sammanfattning

En kraftig ökning av tillgång på personligt relaterat data, har lett till oändliga
möjligheter för dataforskare att utnyttja dessa data för forskning. En konse-
kvens är att det blir svårt att bevara personers integritet på grund av den
enorma mängd uppgifter som är tillgängliga. För att skydda den personliga
integriteten finns möjligheten att med traditionella metoder använda pseudony-
mer och alias, innan personen publicerar personligt data. Att enbart använda
dessa traditionella metoder är inte tillräckligt för att skydda privatlivet, det
finns alltid möjligheter att koppla data till verkliga individer. En potentiell
lösning på detta problem är att använda anonymiseringstekniker, för att för-
ändra data om individen på att anpassat sätt och på det viset försvåra att data
sammankopplas med en individ. Vid undersökningar som innehåller personupp-
gifter blir anonymisering allt viktigare. Om vi försöker att ändra uppgifter för
att bevara integriteten av forskningsdeltagare innan data publiceras, blir den
resulterande uppgifter nästan oanvändbar för många undersökningar. För att
bevara integriteten av individer representerade i underlaget och att minimera
dataförlust orsakad av privatlivet bevarande är mycket viktigt. I denna avhand-
ling har vi studerat de olika fall där attackerna kan ske, olika former av attacker
och befintliga lösningar för att förhindra attackerna. Efter att noggrant grans-
kat litteraturen och problemet, föreslår vi en teoretisk lösning för att bevara
integriteten av forskningsdeltagarna så mycket som möjligt och att uppgifterna
ska vara till nytta för forskning. Som stöd för vår lösning, gällande digitala fot-
spår som lagrar Facebook uppgifter med samtycke av användarna och släpper
den lagrade informationen via olika användargränssnitt.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Personal data is increasingly made open and available to everyone. This avail-
ability of personal data can be attributed to the birth of organizations interested
in data analytics, especially analytics of big data. Due to voluminous nature
of data available, it is vital to analyse and research on what the data actually
represents and what possibilities can be drawn out of the data. Such high po-
tential researches can be used for targeted marketing or advertisements and are
carried out using targeted tools like Hadoop [44].

The source of personal data has changed over the course of time. Traditionally
organizations like hospitals, banks and huge corporations collected data about
their respective patients, clients or employees. This data includes sensitive in-
formation like salary, medical diagnosis or credit history. The popularity of
online social networks(OSNs) has provided a platform where people share their
profile, background, beliefs, likes and dislikes for business or relationships [6].
Thus online social networks are huge collections of personal data [1] valuable
for research. Hence, organizations collect and publish personal data from online
social networks.

Organizations use personal data from online social networks to provide value
addition in the services they offer. However, an adversary who learns sensitive
information about a person from published data can use it to harm emotional,
physical or financial well being of the person. Thus, not publishing data makes
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data inaccessible while publishing without proper protection harms individuals.
Hence, data should be anonymized to protect privacy of individuals. Tradi-
tionally, unique identifiers are removed before publishing data to make data
anonymous. However, certain unique features of data other than identifiers
reveal identity of concerned individuals [36]. Hence, a sophisticated anonymiza-
tion need to be performed before publishing data collected from online social
networks.

This chapter first describes the goals of this project in section 1.1. The profound
importance of anonymization is presented in section 1.2. This is followed by a
introduction to terminologies that are used throughout this report in section
1.3. The contributions of this project are presented in section 1.4.

1.1 Goals

Following are the goals of this project:

• Understand the problem of anonymization from existing literature

• Determine attacks on data privacy

• Classify attributes that lead to attacks

• Propose a solution to anonymize personal data collected from online social
networks such that the solution maximizes data privacy and minimizes in-
formation loss. When personal data is published, it is desirable that while
data is anonymized to protect identity of individuals with high certainty,
the released data also remains faithful to its original version to improve
research quality.

In this project, as an example we apply our solution to anonymize Facebook [12]
data about research participants collected by Digital Footprints [17] on behalf
of researchers.

1.2 Motivation

Data publishers who want to release data remove explicitly identify individu-
als, such as name, address and phone number from released data to make the
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data anonymous. However, individuals can be identified by linking released
data with other external or publicly available data or by using unique informa-
tion present in the data. For example, anonymized health records that do not
contain any explicit identifiers when combined with publicly available voter list
on fields common to both data such as Zipcode, Birth Date and Sex revealed
identity and diagnosis results of individuals [38]. Furthermore, easy availabil-
ity of person-specific data over the Internet often make linking attack easier
[22]. This motivates a need to alter data before sharing such that a person is
not uniquely identified from shared data. This technique of sufficiently altering
data to protect the privacy of individuals concerned is called anonymization.
While anonymizing techniques are vastly available in literature, the problem
of choosing an appropriate solution from the various solutions and addressing
the concerns that arise when adapting the solution to a real-life scenario need
to be thoroughly investigated. Therefore, one main aspect of this project is to
gain knowledge on protecting data privacy through anonymity by identifying
an anonymizing solution that offers a trade-off between data privacy and data
utility, for a real-life scenario.

1.3 Terminology

This section introduces terminologies used in this report related to privacy and
anonymization.

• Privacy indicates a state in which an individual is not intruded by others.
Data privacy is the interest of an individual to protect his personally
identifiable or sensitive data from unauthorized people [35].

• Microdata [34] is collected personal before being subjected to any form of
computation.

Example 1.1 Medical diagnosis list released by a hospital is microdata
collected from various patients.

• Record owner is a person whose information is present as a record in
microdata.

• Attacker is an entity who tries to gather information about record owners
from anonymized data.

• Background knowledge is any information which when combined with
anonymized data, identifies an individual. Background knowledge includes
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firsthand information about an individual and microdata from another ex-
ternal source or publicly available records. An adversary may have back-
ground knowledge on a target individual or relationships between people
represented in microdata [8] or knowledge of anonymization algorithms
[27].

Example 1.2 A publicly available voter list is a background knowledge.

• Inference is concluding new facts based on available information [38]. On
the other hand, disclosure means unintentionally disclosing information
related to an individual or information that can lead to deriving other
information about an individual [38].

• A table represents structured data organized into rows and columns [19].

• A row or tuple or record represents information about a single entity such
as a person or organization [19].

• A column or attribute represents a specific category of information such
as zip code or salary [19].

• The domain of an attribute is the set of all possible values for that at-
tribute.

• Identifier is an attribute that directly identifies a record owner unambigu-
ously [10].

Example 1.3 Name, address and citizen number are identifiers

• Sensitive Attributes are attributes representing personal or sensitive infor-
mation about an individual.

Example 1.4 Medical diagnosis, political views and salary are sensitive
attributes.

• Sensitive values are values taken by sensitive attributes in microdata.

• Quasi-identifier is a set of attributes that identify an individual when
combined with background knowledge [38]. A table may have one or
more quasi-identifier attributes and the quasi-identifier varies depending
on background knowledge of a user.

Example 1.5 In the medical data example mentioned in section 1.2, a
combination of zip code, data of birth, gender is the quasi-identifier.

• Equivalence class is a set of tuples that share their quasi-identifier. An
equivalence class is also known as a partition [5].
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• Information loss is the amount of information lost from microdata as a
result of anonymizing data [9].

1.4 Contributions

There are no guidelines for anonymizing online social network data stored as
relational tables in existing literature. To fill this gap, we present an Eight
Step Process for Anonymization (ESPA) that focuses on anonymizing personal
data collected from online social networks. This eight step process is the first
contribution of this project. Further, existing literature does not focus on design
decisions for anonymization such as choosing the attributes to anonymize. To
fill this gap, we have classified attributes commonly occurring in personal data
collected from online social networks for anonymization. This classification of
attributes for anonymization is our second contribution. Digital Footprints is a
project by researchers from Aarhus University to collect and publish personal
data from Facebook to researchers. There is no anonymization system in place
at Digital Footprints at the time of writing this report. We have applied ESPA
and our classification of attributes to design an anonymizing solution for Digital
Footprints. This application and designing a solution to a real life problem is the
third contribution of this project. As part of the solution for Digital Footprints,
we have proposed a variant of an existing algorithm, Incognito, to anonymize
data with multiple sensitive attributes. This variant to Incognito is the fourth
contribution of this project.



Chapter 2

Background

This chapter focuses on existing literature related to anonymization. The ad-
vantages and disadvantages of each methodology studied from literature are
presented in this chapter. In the next chapter, we try to give a solution that
makes use of the advantages and avoids the disadvantages of methodologies and
concepts that we will discuss in this chapter. First, the vulnerabilities concern-
ing privacy of individuals when microdata is published are presented in section
2.1. In section 2.2, attacks that compromise privacy of record owners are pre-
sented. The privacy models for anonymity are described in 2.3. Following this,
algorithms that enforce privacy models are presented from 2.4 to 2.6. Finally,
concepts discussed in this chapter are summarized in 2.7.

2.1 Vulnerabilities

Vulnerabilities in microdata that are a concern to privacy of record owners are
as follows:

1. Detection of a particular person’s record in microdata.

2. Identification of any of the record owners by scanning microdata.
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3. Change of belief about sensitive attributes of a record owner.

4. Inference of sensitive information about a record owner.

2.2 Attacks on privacy

In this section, attacks that intrude privacy of record owners by exploiting vul-
nerabilities in 2.1 are presented. Attacks on privacy broadly fall into one of the
following categories: Record linkage or Identity Disclosure is identification
of a record owner by combining published record with background knowledge
[14]. Record linkage results in detection of a particular person’s record or iden-
tification of a record owner. Attribute linkage or Attribute disclosure is
learning attributes about a record owner by combining published records with
background knowledge [14]. Attribute linkage results in inference of sensitive
information. Probabilistic inference is change of belief of an attacker about
sensitive attributes of record owner, before and after accessing microdata [14].
Major attacks on privacy are as follows:

1. Linking attack: Linking attack [36] occurs when an attacker combines
released data with background knowledge to identify record owners. Link-
ing attack results in record linkage or identity disclosure.

2. Collusion attack: An attacker, even without background knowledge,
can carry out collusion attack [33] by combining different k -anonymous
versions of same microdata to identify record owners. Collusion attack
results in record linkage or identity disclosure.

3. Neighborhood attack: Neighborhood attack [51] occurs when an at-
tacker who knows about the neighborhood of a person and relationship
among neighbors, uses the neighborhood information to identify the per-
son from an online social network.

4. Skewness attack: When sensitive values in equivalence classes of an
anonymous table are related to each other, an attacker can guess sensitive
value of a target with confidence. This attack induced by skewed sensi-
tive values is known as skewness attack [25]. Skewness attack results in
attribute linkage or attribute disclosure.

5. Proximity attack: When some sensitive values that fall within a range
is frequently present in microdata, an attacker can guess sensitive values
with high confidence [24]. Proximity attack results in attribute linkage or
attribute disclosure.
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6. Freeform attack: Freeform attack [42] occurs when an attacker uses any
attribute of a record owner in microdata to guess a sensitive attribute with
confidence. The attributes used to link are not necessarily quasi-identifiers.
Freeform attack results in attribute disclosure or attribute linkage.

7. Minimality attack: Minimality attack [45] occurs when an attacker uses
his knowledge about anonymization algorithms to reverse anonymize and
infer possible original values from anonymized value.

8. Homogeneity attack: This attack can take place on an anonymous
table that does not have diverse values for its sensitive attributes and
the attacker finds out a pattern from the anonymized table even without
linking to an external table [29]. Homogeneity attack results in attribute
linkage or attribute disclosure.

9. Background Knowledge Attack: When an attacker’s background knowl-
edge about a person, obtained from methods other than external sources,
is present as quasi identifier, it is possible for the attacker to identify the
person’s record from the anonymized table [29]. Background knowledge
attack results in attribute linkage or attribute disclosure.

2.3 Privacy principles

Privacy principles alter data such that resultant data is immune to privacy
attacks listed in 2.2. This section studies various privacy principles and attacks
they prevent against.

k-anonymity

Given a table with at least k rows and quasi-identifier of that table, the table
satisfies k -anonymity if each set of values in quasi-identifier occurs at least k
times in the table [38]. k -anonymity aims to prevent an attacker from linking
released data with background knowledge and matching fewer than k record
owners.

Example 2.1 Patient data privately held by a hospital is represented in table
2.1. Zip Code, age and gender link patient data to an external source and form
quasi-identifier of the table. Diagnosis is a sensitive attribute. Table 2.3 is
a k-anonymous version of table 2.1. This table is in fact 4-anonymous where
every row in the table has same values for quasi-identifier as three other rows
in the table.
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Table 2.1: Patient Data

Row No Zip Code Age Gender Diagnosis
1 2053 28 Female Flu
2 2068 29 Male Flu
3 2068 12 Male Flu
4 2053 23 Female Gastritis
5 2853 50 Female Flu
6 2853 55 Male Flu
7 2850 47 Male Gastritis
8 2850 49 Male Gastritis
9 2053 31 Female Stomach Ulcer
10 2053 37 Male Stomach Ulcer
11 2057 36 Female Stomach Ulcer
12 2057 12 Female Stomach Ulcer

k -anonymity attempts to protect against identity disclosure but does not protect
against attribute disclosure [10]. Moreover, satisfying k -anonymity does not
guarantee that the individual could not be identified using other attacks such
as homogeneity attack, background knowledge attack and skewness attack.

Multirelational k-anonymity

There are two major differences between multirelational k -anonymity [32] and
k -anonymity. Firstly, multirelational k -anonymity focuses on realistic databases
which have one main table PT containing details about a person and several
other tables Ti, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, containing foreign keys and other quasi-identifier
attributes relating it to records in PT. The goal of multirelational k -anonymity
is to ensure each record owner in PT share quasi-identifier with k -1 other persons
in the join of all tables PT and Ti. Secondly, each record owner can have more
than record in microdata and is used for anonymizing data stored across multiple
tables.

Multirelational k -anonymity attempts to prevent linking attack. However, it
does not protect against homogeneity attack, background knowledge attack,
skewness attack and attribute disclosure.
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Table 2.2: Voter List

Row No Name Zip Code Age Gender
1 Alice 2053 28 Female
2 Bob 2068 29 Male
3 Carol 2068 12 Male
4 Diana 2053 23 Female
5 Eva 2853 50 Female
6 Felix 2853 55 Male
7 Greg 2850 47 Male
8 Harry 2850 49 Male
9 Ida 2053 31 Female
10 Jones 2053 37 Male
11 Jack 2057 36 Male
12 Kate 2057 12 Female

Table 2.3: 4-anonymous Patient Microdata

Row No Zip Code Age Gender Diagnosis
1 20** ≤ 30 * Flu
2 20** ≤ 30 * Flu
3 20** ≤ 30 * Flu
4 20** ≤ 30 * Gastritis
5 28** ≥ 40 * Flu
6 28** ≥ 40 * Flu
7 28** ≥ 40 * Gastritis
8 28** ≥ 40 * Stomach Ulcer
9 20** ≤ 40 * Gastiritis
10 20** ≤ 40 * Stomach Ulcer
11 20** ≤ 40 * Stomach Ulcer
12 20** ≤ 40 * Stomach Ulcer
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Table 2.4: 3-diverse Patient Microdata

Row No Zip Code Age Gender Diagnosis
1 20** ≤ 40 * Flu
2 20** ≤ 40 * Stomach Ulcer
3 20** ≤ 40 * Flu
4 20** ≤ 40 * Gastritis
5 28** > 40 * Flu
6 28** > 40 * Flu
7 28** > 40 * Gastritis
8 28** > 40 * Stomach Ulcer
9 20** ≤ 40 * Gastiritis
10 20** ≤ 40 * Flu
11 20** ≤ 40 * Stomach Ulcer
12 20** ≤ 40 * Stomach Ulcer

(X, Y)-anonymity

(X, Y)-anonymity [40] allows each record owner to be represented by more than
one record in a table. Let X and Y be two disjoint group of attributes, X
represents quasi-identifier and Y represents other record owner identifiers or
foreign keys that may link to sensitive attributes of record owners. (X, Y)-
anonymity states that for each value in X there are at least k unique values in
Y.

(X, Y)-anonymity attempts to protect against identity disclosure and homogene-
ity attack because for each quasi-identifier there are k unique sensitive values.
However, (X, Y)-anonymity does not protect against skewness attack.

l-diversity

In a l -diverse table, each equivalence class contains l diverse values for each
of their sensitive attribute [29]. If an equivalence class with k or more tuples
has at least l different values for sensitive attributes and frequency of these l
different values are roughly the same, the table is l -diverse. As l value increases,
information required to narrow down a specific tuple also increases.

Example 2.2 An example of a 3-diverse patient data is presented in table 2.4
where each equivalence class has three different values for sensitive attributes.
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l -diversity attempts to prevent identity disclosure and attribute disclosure. l -
diversity protects against direct linking attack, homogeneity attack and back-
ground knowledge attack. However, l -diversity is subjective to skewness attack
in which an attacker can infer some attribute about a victim because of skewed
values in a table [25]. Furthermore, l -diversity assumes sensitive values oc-
cur with same frequency [10]. If frequency of each sensitive value is different,
information loss occurs as quasi-identifier has to be generalized more to meet l -
diversity. Moreover, l -diversity assumes that there is only one sensitive attribute
in a table.

Multi-attribute l-diversity

Multi-attribute l -diversity attempts to protect against attribute disclosure in
tables with more than one sensitive value. Multi-attribute l -diversity attempts
to make data l -diverse with respect to one sensitive attribute at a time. When
doing so, it considers all other attributes including other sensitive attributes as
quasi-identifier attributes.

Multi-attribute l -diversity protects a table with multiple sensitive attributes
against linking attack and homogeneity attack. Multi-attribute l -diversity also
prevents identity disclosure when an attacker knows one of the sensitive at-
tributes in addition to the quasi-identifier attributes.

p-sensitive k-anonymity

A p-sensitive k -anonymous table satisfies k -anonymity and has each distinct
value of a sensitive attribute occurring p times within an equivalence class [39].

p-sensitive k -anonymity attempts to protect against both identity and attribute
disclosure. This privacy principle protects against direct linking attack, homo-
geneous attack and background knowledge attack. However, this principle is
prone to skewness attack. Furthermore, this principle assumes that all values
in a sensitive domain occur with same frequency.

Confidence bounding

Confidence of adversaries inferring a sensitive value from an equivalence class can
be restricted [41]. Confidence bounding is done by specifying privacy templates
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of the form 〈QID → v, h〉, where v is value of a sensitive attribute V, QID is
quasi-identifier that does not contain V and h is threshold.

Example 2.3 Let 〈{Zip code,Age} → Gastiritis, 10%〉 be a privacy template
for Table 2.4. Out of four people with age ≤ 30 and zipcode = 20 ∗ ∗, one has
gastritis and the confidence of inference {20 ∗ ∗,≤ 30} → Gastiritis is 25%.
The confidence 25% is greater than the tolerable 10%; hence the data is not safe
for release.

Record owner can specify different confidence levels for different sensitive values
and also can specify confidence levels only for important sensitive values [41].
This customisation is useful when all sensitive values are not of same frequency.
Confidence bounding prevents identity disclosure and also limits attribute dis-
closure by restricting confidence with which an attacker can guess a sensitive
value.

(X, Y)-Privacy

Let X represent quasi-identifier and Y represent sensitive attributes. Also, let
X and Y be disjoint sets. (X, Y)-privacy states that for each value in X there
are at least k unique values in Y such that conf(X → y) ≤ h where conf is the
confidence, y is a sensitive value and h is a confidence threshold [40] .

This principle combines (X, Y)-anonymity and confidence bounding to address
the problem of different sensitive values occurring with different frequencies [14].
(α, k) anonymity [46] is similar to (X, Y)-Privacy and states that the confidence
is less than a threshold α.

(X, Y)-Privacy prevents identity disclosure, attribute disclosure and reduces the
confidence with which an attacker can guess the sensitive value. (X, Y)-Privacy
protects when there is more than one record per person in the data.

t-closeness

t-closeness attempts to protect against attribute disclosure problems inherent in
l -diversity. t-closeness [25] requires that for all equivalence classes, distribution
of sensitive values in an equivalence class differs from distribution of sensitive
values in entire table by less than A threshold t.
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Example 2.4 Stomach cancer and ulcer are closer in distance as both are
stomach related diseases but ulcer and common cold are far away. Similarly, 1
is close to 2 but far away from 20.

t-closeness protects against direct linking attack, homogeneity attack and back-
ground knowledge attack. The distribution of values in an equivalence class is
same as that of the table and hence skewness attack is prevented [10]. However,
t-closeness is prone to proximity attack [24]. Furthermore, t-closeness destroys
correlation between quasi-identifier and sensitive attributes [10]. t-closeness in-
creases information loss [25] and the solution to this to relax t-closeness itself
by increasing threshold t.

(k,e) anonymity

The equivalence classes in a (k,e) anonymous table [50] have records with at
least k distinct numeric sensitive values spanning the range of at least e.

Example 2.5 Let an equivalence class have 7 records with 5 distinct values
for its sensitive attribute, say salary. Let the salary range of 6 record owners
be [20-25k] and the remaining person has 50k salary. Here, k=5 and range e is
50-20=30.

This privacy principle suits tables that frequently receive aggregate queries on
numerical attributes. However, when distribution of values within range e is
not uniform, proximity attack occurs [24].

Differential privacy

Differential privacy [11] assures that an attacker cannot find any new information
by the presence or absence of any one record in the table.

Differential privacy is more suitable for anonymizing results of a query than
anonymizing microdata. Differential privacy does not protect against attribute
disclosure directly. However, a person can share data with the trust that his
record in data is not going to provide any new information to attackers.
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Personalization

Personalization [48] permits a record owner to set the level of detail for his sensi-
tive values by picking a value from a taxonomy tree for that sensitive attribute.

Example 2.6 Among the patients in Table 2.1, Diana and Greg gave Gastri-
tis. Diana prefers to disclose her diagnosis as digestive disorder when releasing
microdata, whereas Greg prefers to disclose it as Gastritis.

The advantage of this model is that sensitive values are anonymized based on
record owner’s desired level of privacy. The disadvantage is that record owners
might prefer a very general sensitive value to prevent being identified [14].

(c, k) safety

An attacker can have knowledge from implication [30] by which he knows that if
a person A has a value v1, then another person B has a value v2 for his sensitive
attribute. (c, k) safety guarantees that even with k such knowledge, an attacker
cannot find a sensitive value with a confidence more than c.

(c, k) safety is an improvement over l -diversity because it takes knowledge from
implication into account [30]. This model does not protect against proximity
breach of numerical sensitive attributes [24].

3D-privacy

3D-privacy [8] guarantees that an attacker cannot predict sensitive value of a
record owner with confidence greater than threshold c, provided attacker knows
at the maximum: l sensitive values about a record owner, sensitive values of k
other record owners and m record owners who share some sensitive value with
the record owner.

Example 2.7 Table 2.3 has medical records of Eva, Felix, Jones and Harry
in rows 5,6,8 and 10. An attacker wants to find out the diagnosis of Harry. The
attacker knows that Harry does not have Gastritis, Eva has Flu and Jones and
Harry have the same disease i.e. (l, k,m) = (1, 1, 1). An attacker can find out
with 100% confidence that Harry has Stomach Ulcer. However, if the data owner
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has specified that the confidence should be ≤ 50% when (l, k,m) = (1, 1, 1), then
the data is not safe for release.

This model extends (c, k)-safety by considering more background knowledge
types [24]. However, this model does not protect against proximity breach for
numerical sensitive attributes.

2.4 Anonymization Algorithms

This section deals with algorithms to enforce privacy principles discussed in
section 2.3. Algorithms in this section have been originally developed to enforce
k -anonymity. k -anonymity satisfies monotonicity property which states that if
a table obeys a privacy model and any generalization of that table also obeys
the privacy model. Hence, an algorithm for k -anonymity can be used for any
monotonic privacy model by simply changing the check for k -anonymity into
check for the monotonic privacy model [29], [30].

2.4.1 Generalization and Suppression

The idea behind generalization is as follows: First, domain of each numeric
quasi-identifier attribute is partitioned into several intervals such that each value
in the domain appears in one and only one of the intervals. The intervals are
ordered, each interval has values less than values present in all following inter-
vals. Next, values in domain of categorical attributes are arranged hierarchically.
Next, value of each quasi-identifier attribute is replaced by a more general value.
Numeric quasi-identifier values are replaced by the interval in which they occur.
Categorical quasi-identifier values are replaced by more generic values from its
corresponding domain hierarchy.

Presence of outlier values causes over generalization of microdata. In order to
minimise information loss, outlier values are deleted from microdata and then
generalization is applied. This process of deleting outliers is called suppression.
Generalization is carried out with or without suppression depending on chosen
algorithm. Most generalization algorithms allow outlier tuples to be eliminated
subject to a maximum suppression threshold.

For each domain, there are a set of possible generalizations that are totally
ordered. When there is more than one attribute to be anonymized, all possible
combinations of generalizations of different attributes are represented as a vector
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or string. The generalization algorithms choose one or more best generalizations
from this set of possible generalizations. The algorithms differ in the data
structure used to organize the set of generalizations such as a lattice or tree, the
search technique used to search the generalizations for the best solution and the
optimizations they employ in the search process. Following is a list of algorithms
that anonymize microdata using generalization based techniques:

2.4.1.1 Exhaustive Search

MinGen is an algorithm designed for finding a minimal generalization [37] with
lowest information loss. MinGen exhaustively generates the set of all possible
generalizations of the original table that meet k -anonymity. From this set, the
generalizations with lowest information loss are determined. One of these low
cost generalization is chosen based on user specified criteria. This algorithm does
not scale well as it performs an exhaustive search. Hence, it cannot efficiently
handle large data sets.

2.4.1.2 Binary Search

Assuming a generalization lattice of size h, binary search first checks generaliza-
tions at size h/2. If generalization at h/2 satisfies k -anonymity, then the search
continues to check for generalization at h/4 to see if there is a generalization
that is minimal than the one at hand. If generalization at h/2 does not satisfy
k -anonymity, then generalization at 3h/4 is checked for k -anonymity and so on.
This process is repeated until either the topmost or bottom most element of
lattice is reached and a single minimal k -anonymous generalization is returned.

2.4.1.3 Incognito

Incognito [22] checks for k -anonymity by starting with generalizations that have
one quasi-identifier attribute at a time. This is followed by iteratively consid-
ering one more quasi-identifier, checking for k -anonymity with respect to new
subset of quasi-identifier attributes until no more quasi-identifier attributes in
the table are left. Combinations that do not result in k -anonymous representa-
tions are pruned a priori and not used in further iterations. When all iterations
are over, there are multiple k -anonymous generalizations available. The advan-
tage of this method over binary search is that it returns multiple k -anonymous
generalizations from which a generalization can be chosen based on any crite-
ria [22]. Furthermore, definition of minimality could be user specified. One
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example is to pick generalization with smallest height to select most specific
representation.

2.4.1.4 K-Optimize

The general idea behind k -Optimize [3] is as follows: The first step is to build a
set tree where each node of the tree represents the set equivalent of one of the
possible anonymizations for a microdata. The most general anonymization is at
the root of set tree and anonymizations get more specific towards the leaf nodes.
The set tree is searched for a low cost solution using depth first search. At each
stage, the set tree is pruned to remove nodes which are not guaranteed to provide
a low cost solution than the one at hand. In the end, the anonymization with
the lowest cost is the optimal anonymization. The anonymization with lowest
information loss has the lowest cost.

2.4.1.5 Bottom up generalization

Microdata is iteratively generalized by replacing the current value of a quasi-
identifier attribute with a more generic value from generalization hierarchy of
that attribute [43]. This algorithm stops when all equivalence classes are of size
greater than k. This algorithm is scalable as it does not perform an exhaustive
search through all possible generalizations. Hence, it can efficiently handle large
data sets [15].

2.4.1.6 Top down specialization

This method views anonymization as a problem with two goals: first, to pre-
serve privacy by generalization and second, to make data useful for classification
[15]. This method generalizes values to the most general state and then iter-
atively specializes until privacy is not violated or does not score better than
the current best specialization. The best specialization is decided based on a
score of information gain per unit of loss of privacy. This method is scalable as
optimizations and special data structures can be used that increase faster cal-
culation of the score and updating tables [15]. However, this method is suitable
for anonymizing data collected for classification than anonymizing microdata
for publication.
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2.4.1.7 Greedy algorithm

Mondrian [23] is a greedy algorithm to produce an optimal generalization. The
gist of the algorithm is as follows: The domain of any one of the quasi-identifier
attributes is chosen and a cut is made at the median of the all values resulting in
two partitions. Each of the resultant partition is then recursively subjected to
the algorithm until no such partitioning is allowed. After this, each attribute of
a partition can be represented by upper and lower bounds of values occurring in
that partition or by the mean of all values occurring in the partition. The next
step is to recode values in the microdata with their corresponding range/mean
statistics. This method begins with most general state and iteratively specializes
the partitions. However, this algorithm does not scale well as it performs an
exhaustive search. Hence, it cannot efficiently handle large data sets [14].

2.4.1.8 Genetic algorithm

Genetic algorithm is used to produce an optimal solution to the optimization
problem of balancing information loss and preserving data privacy. The idea be-
hind the genetic algorithm framework for privacy preservation [19] is as follows:
The set of valid generalizations are called populations and each generalization is
known as a chromosome. The best generalizations are crossed over to produce
new solutions. Any solution that is not a valid generalization is modified to
be valid. This process is repeated until a balance between privacy of data and
information loss is reached. The generalizations of an attribute do not have to
be at the same level in a hierarchy. However, such flexible anonymization results
in increased solution space and does not scale well for large data sets [19].

2.4.2 Perturbation

Perturbation alters microdata with synthetic values while maintaining statistical
property of the data. However, altered data is not authentic and does not belong
to any individual in real-life [14]. Some common perturbation techniques are
discussed below:

2.4.2.1 Adding noise

Sensitive values are privacy protected by adding random noise to each value.
However, it is possible to reasonably reconstruct original data from perturbed
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data [20]. Another method is to generate random noise such that it follows same
correlation as original data [18].

2.4.2.2 Data swapping

Data swapping is used to protect privacy by swapping sensitive values of tuples.
Rank swapping is a data swapping technique that orders sensitive values and
swaps them such that two values to be swapped fall inside a certain range [13].

2.4.2.3 Condensation

Records in microdata are grouped and statistical properties for each group are
extracted. A synthetic data that obeys the statistical properties is generated [2]
for public release. This method preserves patterns in data but creates synthetic
values for each record owner.

2.4.3 Anatomization

The general idea behind anatomization [47] is as follows: Records in microdata
that share quasi-identifier and have l -diverse sensitive values are grouped and
assigned a group identifier. Microdata is released in two parts- one part with
quasi-identifier and group identifier and other with group identifier and sensitive
attributes. The advantage of anatomization of is that information loss is less as
values of quasi-identifier or sensitive attributes are not modified [47]. However,
data mining algorithms are designed for data that have all attributes released
as single table. Hence, usefulness of a anatomized table in data mining is not
clear [14].

2.4.4 Clustering

Clustering algorithms group objects such that objects in a group (cluster) are
close to each other. k -anonymity requires generating equivalence classes in which
records share quasi-identifier. Hence, achieving k -anonymity is viewed as a
clustering problem [5]. Once clusters are formed, each cluster is anonymized
using a suitable method such as generalization [31].
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2.4.4.1 k-member

k -member [5] is a greedy algorithm that uses clustering to generate k -anonymous
tables. In this algorithm, first a random record is selected and a k-member
cluster is built around it. Then a record that is far away from this random
record is chosen and a k -member cluster is built around the new record. This
process is repeated until only outlier records are left. These records are then
placed into the closest possible clusters. This method builds one cluster at a
time. Furthermore, randomly choosing an outlier record as the seed for a cluster
results in heavy information loss.

2.4.4.2 CDGH

CDGH [31] is a greedy algorithm that uses clustering to generate k -anonymous
tables. In this algorithm, each record is added to a cluster to which it is closely
related. If a suitable cluster can not be found, then a new cluster is created
and the record is added to the new cluster. Whenever there are greater than
k elements in a cluster it is generalized and no further elements are added to
the cluster. In the end, remaining clusters with less than k records are joined
together if they do not exceed difference threshold. All remaining clusters that
cannot be joined together and have less than k records are deleted.

2.4.4.3 One pass k-means

One-pass k -means algorithm generates k -anonymous clusters in a single pass of
the algorithm [28]. In clustering stage, the algorithm chooses K = n/k random
records for constructing clusters, where n is the number of input records and k
is the chosen k -anonymity value. The input records are sorted and then as soon
as each record is read it is placed into the appropriate closest cluster. In the
next stage, records which are far away from centroid are removed from clusters
with more than k records and are placed into closest clusters with less than
k records. If there are no clusters with less than k records, then the leftover
records are placed into the closest clusters. This algorithm runs fast and causes
less information loss as compared to greedy algorithm [28].
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2.5 Anonymizing Dynamic Microdata

The techniques in section 2.4 focus on anonymizing data to be released only once
and assume data collection is complete at the time of release. However, if new
tuples are inserted and existing tuples are updated or deleted, then changes to
data keeps on happening and data collection is not complete. In this case, a data
publisher may have to release data many times. Each data release is a projection
from same database tables taken at varying points in time. In some cases, not
only does data gets modified continuously but data release also is continuous
to provide real-time, updated data. This section focuses on techniques that
address the problem of anonymizing dynamic data. The techniques vary mainly
based on the finer aspects of dynamic data problem they address - insertion of
tuples, deletion of tuples and updates to tuples.

2.5.1 Addition of new records

When new records are added to microdata and prior records remains unchanged,
a data publisher wanting to release privacy preserving data, can choose to
anonymize and release either new records alone or entire data set containing
both previously released data and new records.

Anonymizing and releasing new records alone poses several problems. First,
chances of fewer records having similar quasi-identifier is less, leading to over
generalization. Furthermore, as each release is anonymized independently, dif-
ferent recoding may be used, resulting in incompatible data.

One solution to these issues is to wait till sufficiently large number of new rows
get accumulated and then anonymize and release them as a single release. While
this approach solves the low-quality and incompatibility problems to certain
extent, it does not, however, help the publisher to provide real-time data to
data recipients.

On the contrary, if the publisher chooses to anonymize and release the entire
data set containing both existing and newly added records, then he can release
high quality data in real-time. However, assuming that an attacker has access
to all prior releases of the data, the data becomes vulnerable to cross-version
inferences [5], which are inferences made by attacker by linking different releases
of the same data. Some possible cross-version inferences by an attacker are in-
crease in confidence about linkages between sensitive values and quasi-identifier
attributes, increase in confidence about the individual represented in a partic-
ular tuple and increase in confidence about sensitive value of an individual. In
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order to mitigate such cross-version inferences, an anonymizing algorithm such
as generalization can be modified to check for vulnerability to cross-version in-
ferences along with privacy requirement such as k -anonymity or l -diversity [5].

When this method is employed, an attacker can only narrow down to l sensitive
values and no further. However, this method does not restrict confidence of an
attacker about sensitive values. Furthermore, this method requires archiving all
releases to enable checking for cross-version inferences. The space occupied by
the releases grows with time and introduces additional overhead. Furthermore,
cost to compute cross-version inferences also increases as number of releases
increase.

2.5.2 Deletion of records

When records are deleted from micro-data in a new release, a basic solution is
to ignore the deleted records in the new release. m-invariance [49] addresses
both insertion and deletion of tuples. A sequence of releases is m-invariant if in
each release an equivalence class has at least m records, all records have different
sensitive values and the set of sensitive values for an equivalence class remains
the same across releases for a predetermined period of time. To maintain the
same set of sensitive values across releases, some synthetic records are inserted
to balance records that have been deleted.

2.5.3 Updates to existing records

The value for quasi-identifier and sensitive attributes in records could change
over time. HD-Composition [4] is a technique based on l -diversity to preserve
privacy when records are updated between subsequent releases. When micro-
data does not have permanent sensitive values, l -diversity is sufficient to achieve
privacy in each incremental release of data [4]. When there are permanent
sensitive values, the probability of an individual being bound to a sensitive
value is limited to 1/l.

2.6 Anonymizing Non-Categorical data

Anonymization methods described in section 2.4 focus on anonymizing struc-
tured data. However, non-structured data such as e-mails or text documents
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also need to be anonymized. A basic solution to anonymize unstructured data is
to remove all sensitive and identifying information. However, this basic solution
results in heavy information loss. To minimise information loss, a dictionary of
words identifying an individual is maintained. Only terms present in the dictio-
nary are removed from text such that it is not possible to link the anonymized
text to less than k -individuals [7]. In another solution, generalization hierar-
chies for sensitive attributes are used to replace values in textual data with more
generic values.

Machine Learning

Non-categorical data could also be anonymized by understanding meaning of
the text. For example, an email can be classified as a spam or emotional,
threatening, etc. Although, this results in data loss, understanding a highly
dynamic text is invaluable. However, we can afford such a costly generalization
only when we cannot construct generalization hierarchies for attributes to be
anonymized and also when we cannot assume the text will not contain any
identifying information. At the same time, we can apply machine learning to
anonymize and release non categorical data when data consumers benefit from
receiving some data rather than not receiving data at all.

2.7 Summary

Data anonymization alters data such that privacy of individuals represented in
data is not compromised while altered data remains beneficial for research. The
ideal state of privacy would be one in which the attacker does not learn anything
new from the anonymized data. However, to make the data useful more flexi-
ble privacy models are considered. These privacy models aim to make a record
owner’s identity indistinguishable from k other record owners. Algorithms to
enforce privacy models use techniques such as generalization, anatomization and
perturbation to anonymize data. Vast amount of literature focuses on general-
ization with or without suppression and suggests using several proven algorithms
in other domains such as clustering algorithms and optimization algorithms to
achieve generalization. While most of the algorithms focus on anonymizing tab-
ular data for one-time release, methods suitable for incremental releases and
unstructured data are also available. Hence, designing an anonymizing solu-
tion is based on ease of implementation, computational feasibility, nature of
microdata and intended use of anonymized data.
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Solution

This chapter focuses on our solution to anonymize microdata to achieve data
privacy. The solution comprises of three major parts - an eight step process to
preserve privacy, application of our process to a real-life problem and a classifica-
tion of personal attributes for anonymization. While algorithms to solve specific
anonymization problems are available, in real life more than one of these prob-
lems is present at a time. To fill the gap, an eight step process for anonymization
(ESPA) that can be used in real life problems is presented as part of our solution.
ESPA is our first contribution in this project. The second part of this solution
is a discussion on classifying person-specific attributes for anonymization, fo-
cusing on attributes occurring in online social networks. This classification of
person-specific attributes is the second contribution of this project. In the third
part of our solution, ESPA and attribute classification are explained practically
by applying to a real life problem - anonymization of Facebook data collected
by Digital Footprints. Designing an anonymizing solution for a real life entity,
Digital Footprints, is our third contribution. One of the algorithms used in the
anonymizing solution for Digital Footprints, Incognito, has been extended to
suit the case of Digital Footprints. However, this variant of Incognito is generic
in nature and can be used for similar anonymizing problem. The extension to
Incognito is the fourth contribution of this project.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.1 describes as-
sumptions about a system that collects data for release, for which our solution
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provides anonymization. Following this, an eight step process to anonymize
data is described in section 3.2. In section 3.3, person specific attributes which
commonly occur in online social networks are classified for anonymization. In
section 3.4, the eight step process and classification are applied to design an
anonymizing solution to a real life problem - anonymizing Facebook data col-
lected by Digital Footprints.

3.1 Assumptions

This section presents our assumptions about a data publishing scenario in which
a data publisher collects person specific data.

• Data publisher has taken care of the legal aspects of collecting and storing
data.

• Data publisher is trusted and does not intrude privacy of individuals.

• Research subjects have given their consent to store their personal data to
data publisher.

• Research subjects understand the risk of sharing information about them-
selves publicly in the Internet.

• Data is stored in tables.

• Data publisher has created data views each of which is a set of attributes
exposed together but fetched from one or more tables.

• Data is released multiple times subject to updates to data.

• Each row refers to one and only one individual.

• Each row refers to an individual in real life.

• Attacker has access to all released versions of data.

• Attacker knows identifier and quasi-identifier values of target individual.

• Researchers know identity of research subjects.

• Data publisher can collect and publish data for many research projects.

• Research subject participates in only one research at a time.

• Research subject is trusted and does not try to break privacy of other
participants by identifying himself from research results.
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• Researcher is not a research subject for their own research project.

• Data publishing system is accessible only by authorized people.

• Data publisher does not reveal algorithms used for anonymization in the
system.

• Researchers share microdata with third parties. Thus, an attacker can
receive whole microdata from a researcher.

3.2 Eight Step Process for Anonymization (ESPA)

To our knowledge, no stepwise process exists in literature to anonymize micro-
data. To fill this gap, we propose a generic high level process for anonymizing
microdata which we call Eight Step Process for Anonymization (ESPA). The
pseudo code of ESPA is presented in algorithms 1 to 3. This solution is subject
to the assumptions mentioned in section 3.1. The eight key steps based on issues
discussed in anonymization literature are as follows:

1. Identify purpose of microdata collection and nature and frequency of up-
dates to microdata.

Understanding microdata is the basic and foundational step in anonymiza-
tion. The outcome of this step influences choosing anonymizing algorithms
and privacy models from the many algorithms and models developed for
different anonymizing scenarios. Firstly, purpose of microdata collection
is determined. Microdata can be collected for own research or releasing
to other researchers. Microdata can be released to one particular research
group or more than one research group. Furthermore, either all researchers
have access to all attributes of data or only subsets of attributes are re-
leased to researchers. Secondly, nature of changes to microdata is deter-
mined. Microdata can be subjected to any or all of the updates namely
- addition of rows, deletion of rows, updates to existing rows. Thirdly,
frequency of updates to microdata is determined. Microdata can be col-
lected and released real time, periodically or only once. These three factors
influence the choice of anonymizing algorithms and privacy models.

2. Identify possible background knowledge available to an attacker.

As seen in Chapter 2, attributes that can be used by an attacker to iden-
tify a person need to be anonymized. Anonymization ensures attacker
does not infer identity of a person by linking released data and previously
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available data using attributes common to either data. To prevent attack-
ers from identifying a person, firstly knowledge of an attacker accessing
released data is estimated. Secondly, as attackers try to link released data
to previously available data, major sources of similar microdata is iden-
tified. For example, an attacker can have access to microdata hosted by
websites and private data publishers or data available publicly from gov-
ernment entities. An attacker can also get insider knowledge from the data
publishing house. An attacker can know the research subject in person or
know first hand information about the research subject from a person close
to the research subject. However, only major sources of publicly available
data are identified and appropriate assumptions are made about attacker
knowledge as it is considered impossible to accurately identify background
knowledge of attackers [26].

3. Identify sections of data consumers who will have access to either micro-
data or results of research conducted on data. Group data consumers
based on how much background knowledge identified in step two is avail-
able to them. Evaluate each group of people to decide whether they can
be potential attackers or not.

An attacker can be any third party who gets access to the published re-
sults. An attacker can be a researcher who collects data with malicious
intentions. The knowledge available to an attacker who is a researcher and
a third party are different. Whereas a researcher gets access to the whole
data, a third party may or may not get access to the whole microdata and
may get to know only the research results. Alternatively, an attacker can
be a insider in the data publishing house who either maliciously uses mi-
crodata himself or shares it with a third-party. However, data publishers
are assumed to be trusted when they collect and release personal data.
Determining type of attackers and their background helps in understand-
ing attacker goals and helps to choose appropriate anonymizing algorithms
to protect against those attacker goals.

4. Classify attributes into identifiers, quasi-identifier attributes and sensitive
attributes and non-sensitive attributes based on attackers’ background
knowledge.

Attributes in microdata are classified into the following four types: unique
identifying attributes also known as identifiers; quasi-identifying attributes
that when combined with other quasi-identifying attributes helps identify
individuals; sensitive attributes which break privacy of individual when
released; non sensitive attributes that are neither sensitive nor identifying
in nature. Identifiers are not released and quasi-identifiers are mangled to
preserve privacy of individuals. Hence, based on the estimated background
knowledge in previous steps, attributes are classified into one of the four
types.
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5. If necessary, identify an algorithm that triggers anonymization based on
updates to data. As explained in section 2.5, anonymization algorithms
suitable for one time release of data are not suitable for anonymizing dy-
namic data. Hence, if microdata changes and/or is dynamically released,
then anonymizing algorithms that address the problem of dynamic data
are identified. These algorithms do not perform actual anonymization but
rather trigger anonymization algorithms based on changes to microdata.
These triggering algorithms differ based on changes to microdata such as
addition of rows, deletion of rows and updates to existing rows. These
algorithms suggest frequency of data anonymization and data archival for
anonymization. These algorithms are triggered either at specific points
in time or after specific changes to microdata. However, if microdata is
collected for one-time release and data collection stops with the one-time
release, then this step could be skipped.

6. Identify a suitable anonymization algorithm to anonymize for categorical
attributes.

Attributes are of two types - categorical attributes whose values can be
organized in a hierarchy and non categorical attributes such as textual
data whose values cannot be organized into a hierarchy. A microdata
can have either one or both type of quasi-identifier attributes. Each type
of attribute is anonymized using an algorithm meant for that particular
type. The algorithms for categorical data implement a privacy model to
constrain categorical quasi-identifier values such that microdata is privacy
protected.

7. Identify a suitable anonymization algorithm for non categorical attributes.

Microdata can contain non categorical attributes as part of quasi-identifier.
For example, personal data contains non categorical attributes like biog-
raphy or work description. Photos or Uniform Resource Locators (URLs)
also serve as quasi-identifier attributes. Hence, an appropriate anonymiz-
ing solution for non categorical attributes is identified depending on the
content of non categorical data.

8. Identify additional precautions that complement data anonymization.

In addition to the seven steps listed above, a data publisher should also
take addition precautions during data collection that complement the
seven steps. This additional precaution is specific to the nature of data
collection carried out by a specific data publisher. This can include, for
example, deciding on type of data to release and audience of data.
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Methodology Pseudocode

Identify nature of microdata to be anonymized
Identify possible attackers and their motives
Identify background knowledge of attackers
Identify attributes to be anonymized from the microdata
Identify additional precautions to be taken that complement
anonymization process
if data collection is a continuous process then

Identify frequency of updates to microdata
Identify type of updates to microdata
Decide the criteria that triggers anonymization process
while criteria for triggering anonymization is satisfied do

Remove identifier attributes from data to be released
AnonymizeCategoricalQID()
AnonymizeNonCategoricalQID()
Release anonymized QID + sensitive and non-sensitive attributes
of microdata

end
end
else

Remove identifier attributes from data to be released
AnonymizeCategoricalQID()
AnonymizeNonCategoricalQID()
Release anonymized QID + sensitive and non-sensitive attributes of
microdata

end
Algorithm 1: Anonymization Methodology

AnonymizeNonCategoricalQID

Identify data type of non categorical quasi-identifier attributes
if non categorical QID contains multimedia then

Remove multimedia content from QID

end
Execute algorithm to anonymize non-categorical and textual
quasi-identifier attributes
return anonymized non-categorical data

Algorithm 2: Anonymizing Non-Categorical Attributes
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AnonymizeCategoricalQID

Identify a suitable privacy model
Identify an anonymizing algorithm that implements the privacy model
if anonymizing algorithm uses generalization then

Construct attribute generalization hierarchy for all categorical
quasi-identifier attributes

end
Initialize values of privacy parameters
while desired level of privacy is not achieved do

Adjust value of privacy parameters
Run anonymization algorithm that implements the privacy model

end
return anonymized categorical quasi-identifier attributes

Algorithm 3: Anonymizing Categorical Attributes

3.3 Classification of Attributes

Data collected from online social networks for research can be one of the four cat-
egories - user profile, user generated content, groups and non personal data. To
our knowledge, there are no discussions available in literature about classifying
data from online social networks (OSNs) for anonymization. To fill this gap, we
classify OSN data into four attribute types used in anonymization - quasi iden-
tifiers, identifiers, sensitive attributes and non-sensitive attributes. Attributes
that are expected to be part of attacker’s background knowledge are quasi-
identifier attributes. All attributes that explicitly identify research subjects are
marked as identifiers. Attributes that contain private and sensitive informa-
tion about research subjects are marked as sensitive attributes. Attributes that
neither identifying nor sensitive are non-sensitive attributes. Internal system
attributes that are not exposed to researchers are non-sensitive. Non-sensitive
attributes are not anonymized and values for these attributes remain the same
before and after anonymization process. The classification of each of the four
categories of OSN data are presented as follows:

3.3.1 Profile Data

Users provide their profile in online social networks (OSNs) to identify them-
selves amongst other users and to connect with strangers. Profile data from
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OSNs is to be anonymized before publishing for research purposes. Following is
a classification of attributes that frequently occur as part of OSN profile data:

• Names of research participants, friends and civil partner are not exposed
because exposing explicit identifying information compromises privacy.
Furthermore, by tracking a friend or civil partner either online or offline it
is possible to identify the research subject. Hence, user names are classified
as identifiers.

• Photos and URLs to photos, personal websites or e-mail of research par-
ticipants directly identify a person and are classified as identifiers.

• The combination of birthday, location or hometown and gender has been
proven to reveal identities of individuals [36]. Hence, birthday, location,
hometown and gender are quasi-identifier attributes.

• Attributes such as biography and description of a person are non categor-
ical and textual in nature. It is possible that a person includes identifying
information about themselves in these attributes. Hence, these attributes
are classified as identifiers.

• Attributes related to a person’s education school name, degree title, ed-
ucation level such as high school or bachelor, classes taken and gradu-
ated date do not identify a person on their own. However, education
data combined with other quasi-identifier attributes narrows down possi-
ble candidates during identification of person. However, in order to select
a minimal quasi-identifier only school name, degree title and classes taken
are quasi-identifier attributes. When the name of school and classes taken
are anonymized, education level and graduated date are non-sensitive at-
tributes.

• Attributes related to a person’s employment such as employer name, work
position, work location, work description, start of work date and end of
work date do not identify a person on their own. However, employment
data combined with other quasi-identifier attributes narrows down possi-
ble candidates during identification of person. However, in order to select
a minimal quasi-identifier only employer name, work position, work lo-
cation and work description are quasi-identifier attributes. When other
employment related details are anonymized, date of starting work and
date of ending work are non-sensitive attributes.
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3.3.2 User Generated Content

Users post textual content, photos, videos and URLs and view posts by other
users on online social networks (OSNs). While research subjects may permit us-
age of their content by data publishers, the same may not be true with friends
in network of research subjects. Also, revealing identity of friends of a research
subject leads to identity disclosure of research subject through neighborhood
attacks. Furthermore, publishing posts by friends of research subjects intrudes
privacy of friends. Hence, user generated content is anonymized before publica-
tion. Attributes related to user generated content are classified as below:

• Content type such as text, photo or video does not identify a person
either directly or when combined with other attributes and hence, is a
non sensitive attribute.

• Textual content, videos, photos or URLs express sensitive and personal
interests of users. However, these data also contain identifiers such as user
names or quasi-identifiers such as hometown or school name. Hence, user
generated content is quasi-identifier.

• Application used to post content to a OSN can be a mobile operating
system or applications an user has authorized to post on his behalf. This
application used does not disclose identity and is a non sensitive attribute.

• Meta-data about user generated content does not disclose identity and is
a non sensitive attribute.

Attributes related to feedback from user to other users’ content are classified as
follows:

• Content type such as photo or URL for which feedback is provided does
not disclose identity and is non-sensitive.

• Identifiers and URLs of content are quasi-identifier attributes because
combining these attributes with background knowledge results in privacy
breach.

3.3.3 Groups

Groups in online social networks (OSNs) bring together users who share com-
mon interests. A member of a group can create and share content with other
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members. Content posted and member names of a group are either visible only
to group members or to public. Group membership information of research
subjects is collected by data publishers because it indirectly expresses a user
interests. Following is the classification of attributes related to groups:

• Group name can disclose either a new quasi-identifier attribute or a quasi-
identifier of a research subject that is part of data release but has been
generalized to provide anonymity.

Example 3.1 A group named My name is Mark reveals identifying in-
formation.

Moreover, groups in OSNs list names of group members. An attacker can
use group member list to identify their target victim. Furthermore, if a
group is open, posts by group members are visible even to non-members.
If user content is published along with group name, then attacker can
compare posts in the group and posts published for research to identify
their victim. Hence, group name is a quasi-identifier.

• Groups can be open, closed or secretive. Disclosing privacy of group does
not directly lead to identification of any research subject. Hence, privacy
of a group is non sensitive attribute.

• Meta-data about a group such as the date of creation or date of update
does not identify any member and hence is a non sensitive attribute.

• Description of a group contains identifying information such as website
links and group name. Hence, group description is a quasi-identifier at-
tribute.

• URLs representing the group indirectly disclose group name. Furthermore,
if identifiers and sensitive attributes about a research subject, who is a
group member, are present in the resource pointed by external URLs then
privacy breach occurs. Let us assume an external URL has published
identifying information with consent from research subjects. When such
an external URL is exposed through a data publishing system, an attacker
establishes identity of a target research subject, learns sensitive attributes
from the external URL and additionally has the chance to learn other
sensitive attributes that are available in data publishing system. Hence,
URLs are considered as quasi-identifier attributes.

• Each group has one or more administrators and owners. Assume a re-
search subject’s name, his group names are anonymized but the group’s
administrator’s name and content from the group are published without
anonymization. Administrator names and group member names of open
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groups are publicly available in OSNs. Hence, by looking for a group man-
aged by an administrator and by looking at the members of that group
an attacker can guess with confidence the identity of the research sub-
ject. Although administrator names exhibit quasi-identifying properties,
publishing administrator names without their prior permission is a threat
to their privacy. Moreover, it is not practically possible to get permis-
sion from all administrators of all groups of which research subjects are
members. Hence, group administrator name is an identifier.

3.3.4 Non-Personal Data

Brands or businesses network with users through fan pages in online social
networks. Page owners and fans share content on these fan pages. While a
page owner consents to using content in the page for research, it may not be
practically possible for a data publisher to get consent from all users. Also,
over a period of time, there will be new users who post on the page. In case of
continuous data publishing, it would then become an additional complexity to
get consent from these new users. Assuming a mechanism has been adopted to
seek such consent, it is unlikely that all users will permit using their identity
and content for research. Hence, content posted with the identity of the page
and user generated content need to be treated differently to protect privacy of
users. Following is the classification of attributes related to pages:

• Data that identifies the page such as page name, website, page type, phone
and quasi-identifying attributes such as description of the page are publicly
available. The intention of creating a page is to connect to public. Fur-
thermore, as data is collected with consent from page owners and exposed
for research, page details need not be anonymized and are non-sensitive
attributes.

• Name and photos of users who post on a page are identifiers.

• Content shared by users on a page is a quasi-identifier attribute, because
an attacker who knows the page name can compare content posted by
the user exposed through data release with publicly available content on
page and identity the user. Although, content posted by users and their
identities are available publicly on pages, it still need to be anonymized
before publication. Research can reveal some new sensitive information
about a user that would not have been available on the page. The user
may not be comfortable with releasing their identity together with this
sensitive information or they may not even be aware that this sensitive
information is being released. Hence, to preserve privacy of users who
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post on a page, content posted by users is treated as quasi-identifier and
is anonymized before releasing for research.

3.4 ESPA for Digital Footprints: A Case Study

In this section, ESPA is explained practically by considering a real life problem
- anonymizing Facebook data collected by Digital Footprints. We performed a
case study of preserving privacy of data released by Digital Footprints. Digital
Footprints is a data publisher who collects and publishes data shared by indi-
viduals on Facebook, with consent from individuals. Digital Footprints plat-
form is developed by a research group from Aarhus University, Denmark. Any
researcher can use Digital Footprints to invite participants to be part of his
research project. Once participants give their consent, Digital Footprints starts
collecting data shared by participants on Facebook and releases the data to re-
searchers through a web based user interface. More than one research group
can use Digital Footprints to collect data at a time and each research group
can access data about participants of their research project only. Digital Foot-
prints can be used to collect profile data of participants, feeds about activities
of participants and their friends.

Digital Footprints collects and publishes person specific data that is to be
anonymized before release to protect privacy of research participants. At the
time of case study, there is no privacy protection mechanism in place at Digital
Footprints when releasing data about participants to researchers. We aim to
improve data privacy at Digital Footprints by designing an anonymizing solu-
tion using Eight Step Process for Anonymization (ESPA). The application of
each step of ESPA for solution design is as follows:

3.4.1 MicroData

The first step in ESPA is identifying purpose of microdata collection and nature
and frequency of updates to microdata. Information determined by applying
first step of ESPA to Digital Footprints is as follows:

• Microdata is personal data shared in Facebook by research participants.
The collected data includes profile data which is the bio-data of a person
and feed data which is the activity of participants and their friends on
Facebook. The participants may have shared the data either publicly
or privately to their friend network. Data collected includes all shared
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information by the participant regardless of whether it is available to a
public network or a private group of friends.

• Data collected is shared with research groups who in turn may publish
their results to third parties.

• Changes to microdata can be addition or updates. New participants are
added over time to a research project and feeds posted by existing research
subjects arrive at regular frequencies. Hence, both profile and feed data
grows as time increases. Updates to identifiers of participants and check-in
locations are permitted in Digital Footprints system.

• Updates to microdata arrive in bursts and then there are usually no up-
dates for many weeks.

3.4.2 Background Knowledge

The second step in ESPA is to identify possible background knowledge available
to an attacker. In the case of Digital Footprints, the main source of background
knowledge is content available publicly on Facebook and personal data available
on websites. If an attacker is aware of geographic location of a research partici-
pant, then publicly available data from authorities such as voter list and census
data can also serve as background knowledge. The possibility of an attacker
acquiring information from an insider working for the data publisher is ruled
out as it is contradictory to the assumption that the publisher is trusted.

3.4.3 Attackers

The third step in ESPA is to recognize data consumers and identify potential
type of attackers. In this case-study, there are two consumers of data - One
is the researchers who use Digital Footprints to collect data by sending invites
to individuals; the other being people who will have access to research results
or statistics released by the researchers. These two consumers of data are the
possible attackers who are likely to stage an attack and intrude privacy of indi-
viduals. These attackers can intrude privacy of individuals either by identifying
an individual from microdata or by inferring some sensitive data about said
individuals. However, researchers invite individuals to participate in research
and hence know which individuals are represented in microdata. Furthermore,
when an attacker knows identity of all individuals in a private data, privacy
of the data is no longer guaranteed [4]. However, a researcher can misuse col-
lected data to know about friends of a research participants who may not be a
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research participant. Furthermore, a researcher can infer sensitive information
about research subjects or confirm his belief about research subjects. Moreover,
we have assumed that a researcher releases the whole microdata without any
privacy protection to a third party. The background knowledge of a third party
user-attacker is varied and limited because different user-attackers have knowl-
edge of different research subjects. Furthermore, no user-attacker is assumed
to have background knowledge about all individuals in the system. Hence, a
user-attacker’s goals can be inferring identity or sensitive data of individual or
confirming his belief about individuals.

3.4.4 Classification of Attributes

While nature of microdata is determined in the first step of ESPA, there are
two different ways in which this microdata could be organized and considered
for anonymization - table schema or view schema. Assuming each table is
anonymized separately using quasi-identifier in that table alone, quasi-identifier
values in one table is more specific than others then anonymity offered by all
other tables can be breached [5]. Also, tables of non personal data may become
personal depending on the context in which the data is used. For example,
exposing data about various locations does not lead to privacy breach. How-
ever, releasing location data with list of people who checked-in at a location and
time of check-in compromises privacy. To avoid these problems with individ-
ual table anonymization, tables are joined together, combined quasi-identifier is
anonymized and then tables are released by replacing quasi-identifier with re-
spective anonymized values. However, this joint anonymization results in data
loss. Anonymizing each page view as opposed to each data table limits pri-
vacy loss problems occurring with table based anonymization. The set of page
views offered by the user interface of Digital Footprints is the input for this
step. Based on the discussion in section 3.3, Facebook data collected by Digital
Footprints for anonymization is classified in tables 3.1 to 3.7.
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Table 3.1: Profile Data

Attribute Category
Name Identifier
Email Identifier
Gender Quasi-Identifier
Birthday Quasi-Identifier
Civil Status Quasi-Identifier
Location Quasi-Identifier
Hometown Quasi-Identifier
Religion Sensitive Attribute
Political Sensitive Attribute
Website Identifier
About Quasi-Identifier
Biography Quasi-Identifier
Quotes Non-Sensitive
School Name Quasi-Identifier
Degree Title Quasi-Identifier
Education Level Non-Sensitive
Classes Taken Quasi-Identifier
Graduated Date Non-Sensitive
Employer Name Quasi-Identifier
Work Position Quasi-Identifier
Work Location Quasi-Identifier
Work Description Quasi-Identifier
Start of Work Date Non-Sensitive
End of Work Date Non-Sensitive
Friends Name Identifier
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Table 3.2: Facebook Feeds

Attribute Category
Feed Generator Name Identifier
Feed Generator Identifier Identifier
Feed Generator’s Photo Identifier
Feed Receiver Name Identifier
Feed Receiver Identifier Identifier
Feed Receiver’s Photo Identifier
Feed Type Non-Sensitive
Post Type Non-Sensitive
Feed Content Quasi-Identifier
Place of Posting Quasi-Identifier
Application Used Non-Sensitive
Likes Count Non-Sensitive
Shares Count Non-Sensitive
Created Date Non-Sensitive
Updated Date Non-Sensitive

Table 3.3: Facebook Groups

Attribute Category
Group Name Quasi-Identifier
Group Owner Name Identifier
Privacy Non-Sensitive
Group Link Quasi-Identifier
Group Description Quasi-Identifier
Data Fetched Until Non-Sensitive
Last Project Update Non-Sensitive

Table 3.4: Facebook Pages

Attribute Category
Page Name Non-Sensitive
Category Non-Sensitive
Website Non-Sensitive
Phone Non-Sensitive
About Non-Sensitive
Check-in count Non-Sensitive
Likes Non-Sensitive
Last Project Update Non-Sensitive
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Table 3.5: Facebook Page Feeds-User Content

Attribute Category
User’s Name Identifier
User’s Facebook identifier Identifier
User’s Photo Identifier
Feed Content Quasi-Identifier
Feed Type Quasi-Identifier
Application Used Quasi-Identifier
Place Quasi-Identifier
Like Count Quasi-Identifier
Share Count Quasi-Identifier
Created Date Quasi-Identifier
Collected Date Quasi-Identifier

Table 3.6: Facebook Page Feeds

Attribute Category
Page Name Non-Sensitive
Page Photo Non-Sensitive
Page’s Facebook Identifier Non-Sensitive
Page Feed Content Quasi-identifier
Content Type Non-Sensitive
Application Used Non-Sensitive
Place Non-Sensitive
Like count Non-Sensitive
Share Count Non-Sensitive
Created Date Non-Sensitive
Updated Date Non-Sensitive

Table 3.7: Facebook Likes

Attribute Category
Facebook User Name Identifier
Facebook User Identifier Identifier
Facebook Object Identifier Identifier
Facebook Object Type Non-Sensitive
Page Name Quasi-Identifier
Page Identifier Quasi-Identifier
Page Type Non-Sensitive
External URL Quasi-Identifier
Type of Like Non-Sensitive
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3.4.5 Anonymizing Dynamic Data

The fifth step in ESPA is to identify an algorithm that triggers anonymization
based on updates to data. As seen in first step, in this case study, data is up-
dated over time and published continuously. Hence, the fifth step is executed to
identify an appropriate anonymization algorithm. In the case of Digital Foot-
prints, profile and feed data grows as time increases because of addition of new
content. Location names and user names are the only attributes whose values
are updated. However, all location values are generalized and user names are not
released to researchers, as discussed in 3.3. Hence, it is safe to assume that data
has only addition of rows. The anonymizing algorithm identified in next two
steps should check for possibility of cross-version inferences in addition to check-
ing for compliance with privacy principle. Checking for cross-version inferences
requires maintaining all previous releases of data. Since, data arrives in bursts
and then there is no updates for weeks together, the anonymization algorithm
needs to be run only once in few weeks. Furthermore, if changes to number of
rows are very meagre and arrive earlier to the next anonymization cycle, the
data is put on hold and not released to the researcher. This reserved data is
anonymized along with data arriving in the next burst. Hence, precondition for
triggering anonymization is arrival of data in burst. This model for dynamic
data executes anonymizing algorithms for categorical and non categorical data
every time precondition for anonymization is met.

3.4.6 Anonymizing Categorical Data

The sixth step in ESPA is identifying an appropriate anonymization algorithm
that anonymizes categorical attributes which are non multi-line and non textual.
In the case of Digital Footprints, categorical quasi-identifier attributes are col-
lected as explained in section 3.3. These quasi-identifiers should be anonymized
before publishing data. Hence, a suitable privacy model and an algorithm that
anonymizes quasi-identifier to enforce privacy principle are determined. Values
for privacy parameters in anonymizing algorithms are also presented.

3.4.6.1 Anonymizing Identifiers

Attributes such as name of research subjects, friends of subjects, civil partners,
e-mail address, website and all other identifiers mentioned in section 3.3 are
not exposed to researchers. However, each research subject is given a unique
identifier to distinguish records of one research subject from another. They are
not used anywhere else where the intent is to express bio-data of a user or to
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describe who is linked to whom. Furthermore, such pseudonyms are only for
research subjects and identifiers of non research subjects are removed before
releasing data.

3.4.6.2 Privacy Principle

In choosing a privacy principle, there are three main options namely k -anonymity,
l -diversity and t-closeness, listed in order of increasing privacy protection. Other
privacy principles are variations of these three principles, adapted to suit spe-
cific scenarios. Of the three principles, t-closeness relies on making distribution
of sensitive values in each equivalence class similar to distribution of values in
table. t-closeness assumes that all sensitive values occur with same frequency
which is not always the case. Further, t-closeness damages the utility of data
[10]. t-closeness algorithm therefore does not apply well to data collected by
Digital Footprints. The privacy principle that ranks next in privacy protection
is l -diversity. As there is more than one sensitive attribute data is anonymized
to be compliant with multi-attribute l -diversity, a variant of l -diversity.

3.4.6.3 Anonymizing Quasi-Identifiers

Algorithms for anonymizing categorical data fall under following categories -
generalization with/without suppression, perturbation, anatomization and clus-
tering. Perturbation adds noise to data such that statistical properties are
maintained but resultant data no longer belongs to any real world individual.
Anatomization releases quasi-identifier and sensitive attributes separately with
group identifier as the linking attribute and without modifying the value for any
attributes to minimize data loss. However, quasi-identifier attributes are made
public by users on Facebook and releasing quasi-identifier attributes without
modification results in identity disclosure. Furthermore, the correlation be-
tween quasi-identifier and sensitive attributes is lost and the usefulness of such
a data is subject to researchers’ need. Clustering can be used to group records
into clusters i.e. equivalence classes and then generalization can be applied.
However, determining when one record is similar to another requires high level
domain knowledge. Furthermore, forming clusters also depends on the nature
and purpose of research. In the case of Digital Footprints, there is one publisher
who collects and releases data on behalf of multiple research groups. Hence,
forming clusters based on individual researchers is not feasible. Furthermore,
of all anonymization techniques, generalization minimises loss of information
compared to other categories.
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We choose Incognito algorithm [22] for anonymizing categorical quasi-identifier
attributes. Incognito algorithm is based on generalization with suppression.
In this case study, microdata is user generated and so there are chances for
outliers in the data that do not fit into the general pattern of values. Using
Incognito allows suppression of such outliers subject to minimum suppression
threshold. Moreover, experiments have shown that Incognito can run sufficiently
faster together with some optimizations [22]. Due to these reasons, Incognito is
chosen as the anonymization algorithm.

Variant of Incognito

However, we propose a variant of Incognito algorithm to anonymize data col-
lected by Digital Footprints. This variant is generic in nature and can be used for
an anonymizing scenario where there is more than one sensitive attribute. This
is one of the contributions of this project. The variant of Incognito algorithm is
as follows:

For each sensitive attributes and each quasi-identifier attributes, an attribute
generalization hierarchy lattice is constructed. Let the term qid-block refer to a
set of quasi-identifier attributes. As a first step, except one sensitive attribute,
say S1, all other sensitive attributes are added to the qid-block. Next, this
variant checks if sensitive attribute S1 is l -diverse with respect to any one at-
tribute from the qid-block. This is followed by iteratively considering one more
quasi-identifier, checking for l -diversity of the sensitive attribute with respect
to the new subset of quasi-identifier attributes until no more attributes in the
qid-block are left. l -diversity is checked by searching the attribute generaliza-
tion lattice for that subset of quasi-identifier for l -diverse elements. If a node is
found to be l-diverse then all its direct generalizations at the next higher level
in lattice are also l -diverse and hence are not checked in the next iteration. If a
node is not l -diverse it is deleted from lattice and the search is carried on. This
refined lattice serves as the basis to construct a lattice for the next iteration
when one more quasi-identifier is considered. It can be seen that the combina-
tions that do not result in l -diversity representations are pruned a priori and
not used in further iterations. When all the iterations are over, there are mul-
tiple l -diverse generalizations available for the left over sensitive attribute. In
the next round, l -diverse generalizations are generated with respect to another
sensitive attribute say S2 by adding all quasi-identifier attributes and sensitive
attributes other than S2 in the qid-block. This process is repeated until l -diverse
generalizations with respect to each sensitive attribute are generated.

Assuming n sensitive attributes, in the end there will be n sets of l -diverse gen-
eralizations from which the generalization with minimal data loss is chosen as
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minimal l -diverse generalization. This chosen generalization will specify levels in
attribute generalization hierarchy for each of quasi-identifier attributes and all
but one sensitive attribute. This is because in each round, a qid-block consisted
of n-1 sensitive attributes as part of the quasi-identifier attributes. Next, the
values of each of the quasi-identifier attributes and the n-1 sensitive attributes
are generalized to values from the generalization level in the generalization hier-
archy of that attribute, as determined by the result of the algorithm. After this
generalization step, the anonymized data has all the quasi-identifier attributes
and n-1 sensitive attributes with generalized values and one sensitive attribute
with original value. Furthermore, as micro-data is released multiple times by
Digital Footprints, whenever this algorithm checks for l -diversity in data, it also
should check that the generalization level chosen does not cause privacy breach
by cross-version inference as discussed in section 3.4.5.

The difference between our variant and original Incognito algorithm is that
only quasi-identifier attributes are generalized in original version. All sensitive
attributes are left intact at the end of generalization.

However, our variant makes anonymized data multi-attribute l -diverse and pre-
vents privacy breach by an attacker who knows one sensitive attribute about a
record owner. Data collected by Digital Footprints has two sensitive attributes
namely political views and religion. If an attacker knows the quasi-identifier
and the political view of the target, he can find the religious belief of the target
from anonymized data which results in attribute disclosure. However, if one
of the sensitive attributes, say, religion is anonymized, then even if an attacker
knows political view of the target he cannot infer exact value of religion. If
the attacker happens to know the religion he still cannot locate the exact row.
Hence, our variant minimises chances of identity and attribute disclosure and
is better than original Incognito algorithm. However, we are not asserting this
solution guarantees 100% privacy.

This anonymizing algorithm is not used for quasi-identifier attributes which
are proper nouns, non textual and not categorical like employer name, school
name, page name, group name and group description. Though these names are
quasi-identifier attributes they cannot be anonymized using techniques for either
categorical or textual data. However, releasing them without anonymization
leads to identity disclosure. For example, Digital Footprints collects details of
Facebook fan pages liked by their research subjects. An attacker may try to
identify an individual using the list of liked Facebook pages. Facebook does not
display the names of people who liked a page but rather displays only the count
of people who liked the page. Assuming the attacker visits a page liked by an
anonymous individual and finds that there is only one person who has liked
the Facebook page, then a person who is actively contributing on the page has
high probability of being the anonymous individual searched for. When more
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than one person is member of fan page, then by comparing profiles of people
who contribute on the page with published data an attacker can narrow down
people who are likely to be the individual. Moreover, identifying people who
are active on more than one page liked by the individual can lead to disclosure
of individual. Moreover, if an attacker knows the list of Facebook page likes, he
can predict sensitive attributes of a person such as race, political inclinations,
religion and sexual orientations with high degree of confidence [21]. Hence, our
anonymizing solution for Digital Footprints does not release proper nouns in
microdata.

3.4.6.4 Privacy parameters

Values to be assigned for k and l are discussed in this section. Any optimal
anonymization algorithm is independent of value of k. Size of k can be be-
tween 5-10 for smaller databases and in the range of 500 or 1000 for larger
databases.The values of k and l are dependent on number of tuples and simi-
larities and differences between values of tuples. It would be good to start with
a value of 5 for k and 2 for l and then use a trial and error approach before
deciding on the final values. As an example, for data records of size 200,000
researchers have used k values between 10 to 100 and varied l between 2 to 13
[16].

3.4.7 Anonymizing Non-Categorical Data

The seventh step in ESPA is to identify an algorithm to anonymize non categor-
ical data. Non-Categorical attributes cannot be arranged in a hierarchy. Text
and Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) are examples of non categorical data.
Anonymization of non-categorical attributes occurring in microdata of Digital
Footprints is discussed below:

• Text: Microdata collected by Digital Footprints contain text posted in
Facebook, captions to photographs, videos, website links, stories about
a user’s activity, short biography of a user and work description, which
are all textual and non categorical. The domain of these quasi-identifier
attributes cannot be organized into a hierarchy and construction of an
attribute generalization hierarchy is not possible. Hence, non-categorical
quasi-identifier attributes cannot be anonymized with Incognito algorithm
or our variant of the algorithm and algorithm specifically meant for non-
categorical attributes is used.
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The technique described in section 2.6 to anonymize textual data is not
suitable for Digital Footprints. The key idea to anonymize textual data
is to remove words from text to be anonymized such that no less than
k -individuals can be identified from remaining words. This method is
not suitable for this case study because of five major problems: Firstly,
user names appearing in Facebook data are identifying information. Due
to dynamic nature of social networks and microdata, it is not possible
to maintain a list of all names and then parse data to remove names in
the list. Secondly, textual data collected online also contains URLs of
multimedia or web pages. These links are either identifying or sensitive
and a decision on whether to publish the URLs or not depends on the
content the link points to as described later in this section. Thirdly, textual
content collected from Facebook is in more than one language. A proper
noun in one language could have a different meaning in another. Fourthly,
textual microdata contain Internet jargon which includes acronyms and
words not officially recognized in a language. Furthermore, textual data
contains misspelled words. Due to these five reasons, it is not possible to
maintain a dictionary of words and then remove words to anonymize text.

Therefore, this solution replaces textual content with result of Machine
learning classifications (Sentiment analysis is a good candidate) to gener-
alize textual content without violating user privacy (by sentiment analysis,
we can capture the emotion or the mood expressed in the text). As ma-
chine learning classifications are vast areas of research, we leave it to the
readers to carefully pick the appropriate technique. However, we safely
suggest, for Digital Footprints and Facebook data, sentiment analysis will
help researchers who are interested in analysis of data.

• Uniform Resource Locators : Exposing data about an external URL liked
by a person can violate privacy of a person. An external URL shared by a
person can be a link pointing to their own website or a link to identifying
information. There are three solutions possible depending on level of data
loss tolerated by the research project. First method is to parse external
URLs and share them only if they do not point to a website that has
direct identifying information about the research subject. This method
increases complexity of anonymization algorithm. Second method is not
to expose all external URLs to researchers in which case algorithms run
fast but data loss is more. Third method is to get consent from user after
explaining the risks in exposing URLs.

Facebook URLs and all website links shared by friends of research subjects
are quasi-identifier attributes. However, it is not possible to anonymize
URLs as is done for categorical or numerical values. Hence, these URLs
are not released for research.
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3.4.8 Additional Precautions

The eighth step in ESPA is to establish additional precautions to be taken that
complement data anonymization. In this case study, Digital Footprints should
review research proposal of a researcher and provide access to only those views of
data that are most relevant and essential to research purpose. Restricting access
limits attributes exposed to researchers and prevents undesired disclosure of
information. Also, only when data from a predetermined percentage of research
participants is collected, microdata is anonymized and exposed to researchers.
Until then microdata is refrained from release because exposing data about one
or two research subjects can breach privacy of those research subjects.
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Evaluation

In this chapter, adequacy and effectiveness of our solution to anonymize mi-
crodata collected from online social networks for data publishing is evaluated.
Our solution consists of three parts - eight-step anonymization process, adapt-
ing the process to propose anonymization of data stored by Digital Footprints
and classification of attributes. There is no implementation done as part of this
project and hence, efficiency of solution is not quantitatively evaluated. Fur-
thermore, this project proposes an anonymizing solution to Digital Footprints
from scratch, which currently has no anonymization mechanism in place. Hence,
comparing protection offered by our solution against an existing solution is not
possible. The next option is to look out for similar projects in other domains or
for other systems that store similar data. However, comparing our solution to an
existing solution for some other system is not possible because of the following
two reasons: Firstly, all algorithms and anonymization techniques studied and
used for our solution were originally proposed for health care data. For our case
study, we customized the algorithms and techniques meant for health care data.
Hence, we cannot directly compare the impact of our solution without taking
into account those customizations. Secondly, to our knowledge, literature does
not focus on an end-to-end solution for anonymizing data. There are scientific
papers that propose different anonymizing algorithms and compare efficiency of
anonymizing algorithms with each other but do not focus on a case study to
anonymize and propose a solution. Hence, qualitatively comparing our solution
to a similar end-to-end solution in literature is not possible. Thirdly, some as-
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pects of our solution are our own contributions and cannot be evaluated on a
comparative basis such as the eight-step process for anonymization and classi-
fication of Facebook data for anonymization. Hence, a qualitative goal-based
evaluation of privacy offered by our solution is presented in this chapter. We
evaluate the effectiveness of our eight step process for anonymization and clas-
sification of attributes by evaluating whether their application protects Digital
Footprints system from attacks listed in 2.2.

This chapter is organized as follows: First, we evaluate our solution based on
its effectiveness in thwarting various attacks. Next, in section 4.1, we look at
the limitations of our solution, where we discuss the ideal situation to apply our
solution. In section 4.2, social and ethical aspects of this project are presented.

• The reason for presenting eight steps in that order in section 3.2 on Eight
Step Process for Anonymization(ESPA) is as follows: The first step is to
understand nature and purpose of microdata. In the second step, knowl-
edge of microdata is used to search for sources that host similar data.
Such sources form background knowledge of attacker. In the third step,
data consumers are identified and grouped based on how much background
knowledge identified in step two is available to them. From these groups,
attackers are identified. In the fourth step, attributes of microdata is
classified into various categories based on whether our identified attackers
can use them to intrude privacy. Till fourth step, nature of microdata
and attackers are understood. The next four steps focus on identifying
actual algorithms and precautions to protect privacy. In the fifth step,
an algorithm that triggers anonymization algorithms whenever microdata
is updated is identified. This step is applicable only in the case of con-
tinuous data publishing. In the sixth step, an algorithm to anonymize
categorical data, which is the key element of this process, is identified. In
the seventh step, if there are any non categorical attributes that cannot
be anonymized by the sixth step, then an algorithm to anonymize those
non categorical attributes is determined. Finally, in the eighth step, any
leftover vulnerabilities are taken care by identifying suitable precautions
that complement the seven steps.

• Classification of attributes (section 3.3) is required for anonymization be-
cause anonymization mangles quasi-identifier attributes. Similarly, to pre-
vent privacy breach, identifiers are not released. Thus it is important
to classify microdata into identifiers, quasi-identifiers, sensitive attributes
and non-sensitive attributes before anonymization.

• To our knowledge, existing literature does not discuss classification of
attributes collected from online social network for anonymization. To fill
this gap, we have classified attributes from OSNs(section 3.3) assuming
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that attacker derives his background knowledge from the same OSN as
the one used by data publisher.

• There are no specific guidelines for classification of data. Any classifica-
tion of attributes depends on the estimated background knowledge of the
attacker and varies on a per case basis. The section 3.3 presents a classi-
fication of attributes that is applicable when microdata is collected from
online social networks. Furthermore, there are no rules to measure the
efficiency of such classifications. If a reader wishes to use the classification
for their solution, we leave it to the reader to determine the efficiency.

• When designing solution for Digital Footprints in section 3.4, we used
a variant of Incognito algorithm for anonymization of categorical data.
Incognito is scalable and handles large data sets well. Incognito is flexi-
ble as the criteria for the minimal solution can be set by data publisher.
Furthermore, Incognito is proven to be sound and complete [29]. Also,
Incognito can be made to run sufficiently faster by implementing opti-
mizations [29]. However, since Digital Footprints had multiple sensitive
attributes and Incognito does not address this case, we proposed our vari-
ant to Incognito to prevent attribute disclosure when attacker knows sen-
sitive attribute of victim.

• Processing time for anonymization is high when comparing huge volumes
of micro-data for checking the possibility of cross-version inference. Hence,
this solution does not provide fast responses in real-time. Further, to ac-
commodate such huge comparisons, this solution requires dedicated archi-
tecture and infrastructure.

• The security improvements for Digital Footprints by using ESPA is sum-
marized in Table 4.1.

4.1 Limitations

No security solution can guarantee 100% privacy. The purpose of releasing data
is to share knowledge with others and an attacker or any other individual ac-
cessing published data will always infer some information from the data. Hence,
our solution attempts to preserve privacy as much as possible while also con-
sidering other implications such as ease of implementation and minimising data
loss. Following are the drawbacks in this solution:

• Our proposed solution is vulnerable to skewness attack. An attacker can
guess the value for a sensitive attribute of an individual with some degree
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Table 4.1: Security Improvements for Digital Footprints using ESPA

S.No Attacker Goal Attack Coverage by Solution
1 Record linkage Linking Attack Yes - k-anonymity
2 Record linkage Collusion Attack Yes - Check for cross-

version inference
3 Record linkage Neighborhood At-

tack
Yes - Relationship links
removed

4 Attribute linkage Skewness Attack N/A - User Generated
Content

5 Attribute linkage Proximity Attack N/A - User Generated
Content

6 Attribute linkage Freeform Attack Yes - Multi-attribute l-
diversity

7 Attribute linkage Minimality Attack Yes - Attackers are as-
sumed to be unaware of
algorithms used

8 Attribute linkage Homogeneity Attack Yes - l-diversity
9 Attribute linkage Background Knowl-

edge Attack
Yes - l-diversity

10 Probabilistic In-
ference

Probabilistic Attack No
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of confidence if values of the attribute are skewed. t-closeness is a pri-
vacy model that prevents skewness attack by modelling the distribution
of sensitive values in each equivalence class to be the same as distribu-
tion of sensitive values in the entire table. However, in order to form
an equivalence class that models the distribution of the entire table, the
quasi-identifier attributes have to be anonymized heavily. Such a solution
will result in heavy data loss in the quasi-identifier attributes. Further-
more, because microdata is user generated we assume that that chances
of skewed attributes in less.

• The social network data set to be anonymized is huge and complexity
of anonymizing algorithm is also high. In order to optimize our solution
to suit such complex data, greedy algorithms using heuristics need to be
employed. Only when our proposed solution is implemented and used in
real-life, the heuristics and value taken by those heuristics can be identi-
fied.

• The primary focus of our solution is to achieve data privacy. We have
provided a anonymizing solution keeping it useful to researchers as much
as possible. However, certain aspects of our solution anonymize data with
heavy data loss. For example, our solution suggests using sentiment anal-
ysis to anonymize feed content. The usefulness of this data is subjective
and depends on the research for which it is used. We leave the assessment
of usefulness of our solution for a research to the readers.

4.2 Social and Ethical aspects

There are numerous issues reported of cyber bullying, identity theft and on-line
stalking everyday. The number of such cases have increased drastically from
what it had been ten years ago. Also, evolution of Internet is phenomenal and
has led to ground breaking technologies. On-line social networks have been a
primary factor in this evolution. The amount of data involved in online social
networks is huge. This vastness of data brings many other new technologies
into picture. Therefore, it is essential that the growth of technologies have to
be nurtured and at the same time, privacy and security of Internet users have
to be tightened. Our project tries to ensure data that helps shaping the future
will not, in any way, affect people who contribute to and are the future. This
projects helps organizations responsible for building massive online networks
in establishing a system that readily contributes to opening up anonymized
data. Analyzing voluminous data involved will help researchers solve many
hard problems. In addition to social and ethical aspects, our project will also
be helpful in economical aspects to an organization as we have listed guidelines
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for anonymization to help them move in right direction without investing huge
money, time and effort themselves.



Chapter 5

Conclusion

Data publishers release data for the purpose of analytics, machine learning, and
for other kinds of research. However, private and sensitive data exposed to a
third party can result in privacy breach. In this report, we focused on the impor-
tance of anonymizing data before publishing it for research. Data anonymization
techniques are very helpful when we need to collect data from volunteers and
make data open for research. We first discussed the literature already available
for anonymizing data, for various scenarios in data publishing to make sure if
there were techniques that are quite matching to solve the problem we are focus-
ing on. The most important aspect in choosing the right approach depends on
the frequency in which the data is changing, type of schema of the data storage,
the type of change (addition of data, removal and updates) and the rate at which
the data is changing. We discussed the techniques used to expose data stored as
relational tables. More precisely, we emphasized the fact that the views exposed
to users need to be anonymized rather than actual data stored in database. We
also pointed out the prerequisites for such a collection of data to be exposed.
We then proposed a process to anonymize data for systems that collect, store
and publish data incrementally. We classified attributes commonly occurring in
online social networks in various categories for anonymization. As an example
case study, we considered Digital Footprints scenario where Facebook data is
collected, stored and published to researchers. We discussed the various attacks
on Digital Footprints and the ways of minimizing the causes of the attacks. We
suggested that Incognito is ideal for anonymizing categorical data published by
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Digital footprints. However, we proposed a variant of Incognito algorithm to
make released data compliant with multi-attribute l-diversity. Our variant of
the algorithm is best suited for data with more than one sensitive attributes.
We also suggested checking for cross-version inferences to prevent privacy breach
by comparing current release with any or all of the previous releases of data.
We proposed using machine learning to anonymize non categorical attributes.
The data we considered for this case study can be graphical in nature or there
is a possibility that the relational structure can be transformed to graphical
nodes. However, we restricted the type of data to be just relational and have
proposed our solution. The efficiency of our solution depends on how much data
about the user is publicly available. This public data can be any data that is
available online, in public government registers, or personal knowledge of the
attacker. Hence, we have studied various ways of preventing privacy breach
and have proposed a anonymization solution that minimizes influence of data
already published in disclosing a person’s identity.

5.1 Improvements

Following are the possible improvements on our solution. We leave this as a
study for the future.

• Our solution does not try to optimize complexity of each step involved.
Therefore it becomes essential to study actual run time complexity of each
step in terms of computing capabilities.

• In order to make this anonymization system actually work, we have not
proposed the best fit infrastructure that can work seamlessly to provide
both actual functionality of the system and the required anonymization.

• We suggest that the problem of anonymization can be hugely simplified
if we can maintain a system that releases only the relevant data for a
particular research. For example, in case of Digital Footprints, it is very
reasonable to release only the ’Facebook Likes’ data to a researcher who
analyses only the likes. Digital Footprints should be able to decide dy-
namically the actual data required for a particular research as opposed to
researchers requesting them. By this technique, we minimize data avail-
able to attackers thereby making it difficult to form links. Releasing only
relevant data is another vast area of study.
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